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Girls and Boys born between 

the years 2004 - 2010 

Sunday October 22nd*  
Christofaro (Upperfields) 

Girls: 9:30am – 11:00am 

Boys: 11:00am – 12:30pm 

Bring a soccer ball, cleats, shin 

pads and plenty of water 

 

Please arrive 15 minutes prior 

to check in 

 

Players will be independently 

evaluated 

 

*Rain date scheduled for Oct 29th 

 

 



    

    
    

    
  

How is spring soccer different than fall soccer?   
Spring travel soccer is a competitive program where teams enter into a Rhode 
Island run and managed league called Super Liga.  NYSA fall soccer is a 
recreational program run by the NYSA.  
 

What is the commitment expected?   
Spring travel soccer is meant to be a competitive program where parents and 
children are committed to their team and coach. Practice schedules and 
frequencies will be up to each individual coach, but parents and players should 
anticipate having to attend at least one, maybe two practices per week, and 
games on weekends.  
 

Will there definitely be a team for every age group?   
No, our ability to make a team will depend, primarily, on the number of players 
that tryout for each age group.  
 

Is every child guaranteed to make a team?   
No, however, every effort will be made to place every child that wants to play. 
 

Is every child guaranteed equal playing time?   
No, however, children will be placed on teams that match their soccer abilities 
and where they can productively contribute to their team.  
 

Who will evaluate my son or daughter at tryouts?  
NYSA always uses independent evaluators to run the tryouts and player 
evaluation. This is done to ensure independent, unbiased, evaluations. Players 
will be evaluated and ranked anonymously and results returned to NYSA.  
 

Who are the coaches and how will they pick the teams?   
Coaches have not been identified yet. In the past, NYSA has relied on qualified 
volunteers, and paid coaches.           

SPRING TRAVEL SOCCER 

EVERYTHING YOU WANT TO KNOW! 

Please direct any additional questions to narragansettsoccer@yahoo.com 


